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ABSTRACT

For certain classes of customers, the ergodic number of customers in
system (queue) and the ergodic time spent in system (queue) are related
by a distributional form of Little's Law [6]. Classes for which Little's
Law holds in distribution will be called LLD classes and will be said to
have the LLD property. Because LLD classes have a simple
characterization permitting their quick recognition, the LLD property is
a powerful tool. For the M/G/I system, for example, the Pollaczek-
Khinchin distribution drops out in a few lines. Moreover, under simple
conditions (cf. Theorem 2) the pgf of the ergodic number in queue is
shown to have a structurally simple decomposition of the form of
Fuhrmann and Cooper [2]. This decomposition is implemented for
many queueing systems and is shown thereby to provide a degree of
unification to queueing theory.



1. Introduction

In a previous paper, Keilson and Servi [6] showed that for certain "LLD" classes of
customers (cf. Section 2), the ergodic number Ns of customers in system, i.e. in queue
or in the service box, and the ergodic time T s spent in system by customers of the class

were related by a distributional form of Little's Law. Specifically it was shown that the

two descriptive functions

Xs(u) = E[uNS] and ars(s) = E(esTs),

are related by

(1.1) nr(U)= mrs(X-Xu).

Equation (1.1) is equivalent to the statement that Ns equals the number of Poisson arrivals
at rate X during an interval of duration Ts, i.e. to the equality in distribution

(1.2) Ns KT

where Ke is a Poisson variate of parameter 0. The prevalence of such LLD classes and

the simple consequences of the law (1.1) were discussed in [6].. A corresponding result
for the number in queue and the time in queue was also given.

LLD classes have a simple characterization permitting their quick recognition. It is then
useful to observe that the LLD property provides an analytical tool of some power. For
the M/G/1 system, for example, the Pollaczek-Khinchin distribution is found by simple
algebra. Moreover, under the simple conditions of Theorem 2, the pgf of the ergodic
number in queue for an LLD class has a decomposition into two structurally simple
factors, the first being of the Pollaczek-Khinchin form. The decomposition of Theorem 2
unifies many of the results of queueing theory, and provides a quick derivation for other
systems as well. Many of the results for priority queues fall out quickly, and acquire a
simple structural form. The results for Head of the Line discipline are especially attractive.

Fuhrmann and Cooper [2] have demonstrated the decomposition of Theorem 2 under
conditions close to that for LLD classes. They employ a somewhat longer and more
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indirect argument and they provide little implementation for concrete cases of interest.
Their theorem is given in Section 4.

2. LLD Classes

For ease of reference, the definition of an LLD class and the basic theorem of the
earlier paper are given next in slightly different form.

Definition 2.1

Let an ergodic queueing system S have a subsystem S*. Let C be a class of
customers entering S* such that:

a) customers from C enter S* in a Poisson stream of rate X;
b) the customers of C in S* leave S* one at a time in order of arrival;
c) for any time t, the entry process into S* from C after time t and the time

spent in S* by any customer in C arriving before time t are independent.
The class C will then be called an LLD Class for S*.

One then has the following theorem [6].

Theorem 1. Let C be an LLD class for S*. Then the distributional form of
Little's Law is valid for the ergodic number Ns, of customers of C in S* and the ergodic

time Ts, spent by customers of C in S*, i.e. one has for s*(u) = E[NS*] and aTs*(s) =

E[Ts,],

(2.1) Rs*(U)= aCrs.(X-u).

If the subsystem S* is the queue and the service box then (2.1) reduces to (1.1). If S*
is simply the queue then one has

(2.2) Q(U)= rTQ(X-Xu)

where lrQ(u) = is the p.g.f. of the number in the queue and aTQ(s) is the transform of the

time in the queue.
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Proposition 1. For a counting variate N and an associated time T governed by the

distributional form of Little's Law given in (2.1) or (2.2) one has the following relations

between the successive moments:

(2.2a) E[N] = E[XT]

(2.2b) E[N2] = E[(XT)2 ] + E[lT]

(2.2c) E[N3] = E[(XT)3 ] + 3 E[(XT) 2] + E[AT]

(2.2d) E[N4] = E[(0T)4] + 6 E[(T)3 2] + 7 E[T)2 ] + E[RT]

(2.2e) E[N5 ] = E[(XT)5] + 10 E[(XT)4 ] + 25 E[('kT)3] + 15 E[(XT)2] + E[XT]

Proof: Equations (2.2a) - (2.2e) were obtained by successive differentiation of (2.2)
with the help of MACSYMA. ·

Remark: Measurement of the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis from an empirical
distribution of N permits one to solve for the corresponding moments of T and to
approximate the distribution of T by selecting it from some four parameter family of
distributions.

For most of the examples in 16], the distributional form of Little's law was valid for
both the number of customers of C in queue and the "number in system", i.e. the number
in queue and service box.

The applications of interest are vacation models, priority service systems and cyclic
service systems. In all of these systems one may visualize a server in a class as joining the
queue for that class, entering the server box and initiating service. The service may be
interrupted and resumes where left off or starts over. In this setting, the time in queue
refers to the time from the arrival of the customer to the queue until the customer begins
service. The effective service time, TEFF, refers to the time from the beginning of service

until the customer completes service. Until service is completed, the customer will be
regarded as being in the service box, whether or not it is being served.

Theorem 2.
If the time in queue of a customer in class C is independent of the effective service time

and both (1.1) and (2.2) are satisfied, then
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(2.3) Q(U) = (I-PEFF)( u) B(U) 1-PEFF 
aTEFF(X XU) - U 1 - PEFF aTEEF(Xx- u)

where
XB(U) = the pgf of the ergodic number of class C customers in queue

given that no class C customer is in the service box,

(TEFF(S)= E[e-STEFF],

PEFF = X E[TEFF],

and

T ) aTEFF(S)
F( s) = sE[TEFF]

Moreover,

(2.4) NQ N NM//I + NB

with NM/G/1 and NB independent. Here

NQ = the ergodic number of class C customers in the queue,

NM/G/1 = the ergodic number in the queue of an M/G/1 queue with an
arrival rate x and a service time TEFF,

NB = the ergodic number of class C customers in the queue given
that no class C customer is in the service box.

Proof:

To prove the theorem some additional notation is needed. Let

PB = P[ a customer is in the service box]

X QB(U) = the pgf of the ergodic number of class C customers in queue
given that a class C customer is in the service box.

The number in the queue has a pgf of 17QB(U) if a customer is in the service box and, if not,

ICB(U), i.e., x7Q(U) = PB 7QB(U) + (-PB) B(U). Using a similiar argument, s(u) =
PB U itQB(U) + (-pB) nB(U). Hence,

(2.5) ES(u)= r7Q(u)u + (1-PB)(1-u)nB(u).

If the time in queue is independent of the effective service time then aTS(s) =

aTrQ(s)CTEFF(s). Therefore from (1.1) and (2.2),
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1tS(U) = Q(u) arEFF(-X).

Equating the right hand side of equations (2.5) and (2.6) and solving for 7Q(u) gives

71Q(u) = 7Bg()[(l-PB)(l-u ] / [aTEF(~-u) - u)]. From ntQ(1) = 1 and LIHpital's Rule,

(2.7) PB = PEFF = - XTEFF'(0)

and equation (2.3) then follows. From classical queueing theory (or from case 1 below) the
first factor of the right hand side of (2.3) is E[uNMG/1] so (2.4) follows. 

Remark: Equations (1.1) and (2.2), and hence (2.3) and (2.4), are true when the order of
service is FIFO. However, for any service order which is not dependent on the individual
service times, the distribution of the number in the queue is the same. Hence, (2.3) and
(2.4) are valid for this larger class of service orders.

Corollary 1:
If the time in queue of a customer in class C is independent of the effective service time and
both (1.1) and (2.2) are satisfied then the pgf of the number in the system is

(1 -PEFF) ErEFF(X-Xu)
(2.8) xS(U) -= ,*, WB(U),

E1 pEFF OCTEEF(X-XU)

the transform of the time in system is

(2.9) eTs(S) = (1PEFF) aTEFF(S) 
1 - PEFF a TEEF(S)

and the transform of the waiting time is

(2.10) Q() = PEFF
1 - PEF F TEEF(S)

Proof: Equations (2.8)-(2.10) follow from (1.1), (2.2) and (2.3).e
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3. Special cases.

CASE 1: M/G/1 Queue

Here QTEFF(S) = T(s) and NB = 0 so that from (2.3)

(3.1) XQ(U) = (1-p)(-u)
aT(X-Xu) -

CASE 2: M/G/1 with vacations and exhaustive service

For this discipline, e.g., [1], an M/G/1 queue is served exhaustively. Then the server
is inactive, (i.e., "on vacation") for a duration V. At the end of a vacation period another
vacation period begins if the system is empty. Otherwise the queue is again served
exhaustively. It is assumed that V is independent of the arrival process.

Again, TEFF T, the service time of the queue. If no service is in progress then the
system must be on vacation. NB is then equal to the number of customers that have
arrived since the last vacation began. But the time at ergodicity since the last vacation
began and the forward recurrence time V* of a vacation time are equal in distribution.
Hence NB KXV*, and NB has a pgf lrB(u) = 0c(X-Xu) where ac(s) = [l-av(s)] / [E[V]s]

and av(s) = E[e-sV]. Hence, from (2.3),

(3.2) lrQ(u)= i-p a(X-Xu).
1 - p a (X-Xu)

CASE 3: M/G/1 queue with two classes and preemptive priority.

Consider a schedule with two classes of Poisson traffic with arrival rates Xl, X2 and
customer service time transforms be arl(s), otT(s) for the high priority and low priority
traffic respectively. Let the transform of the high priority busy period be oBpl(s). Suppose

the high priority traffic preempts the low priority traffic. The cases of preempt resume,
preempt-repeat and possible hybrid modes compatible with the LLD requirement are
considered simultaneously.
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The pgf of the number N 1 in queue of the high priority traffic has the classical
Pollaczek-Khinchin form since low priority traffic is ignored. To find the pgf of N 2, the
number in queue of the low priority traffic, one needs the pgf n B(u) in Theorem 2. As we

see next, for any preemptive case, one has

· (3.3) B() = 1 - P 1 + PI Bpl(X2-X2u)

where cBpl(s) = [1-aBPl(S)] / [E[TBp1]S] is the transform of the backward recurrence

time of the priority traffic busy period.

To see this let Ek be the event that no Ck customers are in the service box at

ergodicity, k = 1,2. Let Ac be the event not A. Then E2 = E2E1 + E2EC and

(3.4) xB(U) = E uN2(° ) I E2 ]

= P[ E 2E1IE2 ] E[ uN2(°°)lE 2E ] + P[ E2ECIE2 ] E[ uN2(°)1E2 E ]

The events E l and E 2 are independent since P[ ElIE 2] = P[E1]. This is because the C1

customers have preempt priority over C 2 customers and hence the C 2 customers are
"invisible" to the C1 customers. One then has P[ E 1E 2] = P[E 1] P[E 2]. One also verifies
that the idle state I = E 2E. Hence

A): P EE 2E 2 ] = P[E1] = - P,

B): P[ E 2Ec IE2 ] = 1- P[ E 2EIE2 ] = p,

and
C): E[ uN2(-)lE2E1] = E[ uN2(-)lI ] = 1.

To see (3.3) from (3.4) and A),B),C) we need only establish that

D): Et uN2(-)IE2EC ] = oBpl(X2-.2u),

the pgf of the number of Poisson arrivals of C 2 customers during the backwards recurrence
time of a C1 customer busy period.
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The event E2EC corresponds to a C1 customer in service and no C2 customer in the

service box. Such an event is initiated only by the arrival of a C1 customer to an idle server

and the duration of the sojourn on the set E2E is a C 1 busy period. The result then follows

from renewal theory applied to the recurrences of such initiations.

Using simple algebra one can show from (3.3) that

(3.5) XBt(u) = (l-p (u
(52-X2u

where

(3.6) 4(u) = 2-A2u+l-laOsBl(2-,2u).

Case 3a Preempt - resume:

The effective service time of a low priority customer is the time from when it first

leaves the queue until it completes service (after possibly one or more priority

interruptions). One then has [3], [5],

(3.7)

and from (2.7)
OaT2EFF(S) = OCT2 (S + X1 - X1aBPI(S))

P2
(3.8) P2EFF = -

Hence, from (2.3), (3.3), (3.7) and (3.8),

XQ,(u) - 1 P2EFF [ 1 - P1 + P1 OBPl(X2-X2u)]
1 - P2EFF aT2EFF('2'X2U)

From (3.6),

(3.10) x (u) = (1-pl-P2)(U)
Q k21T2 ((U)) - U]

which is consistent with [7, equation (A.9)].
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Using algebra and (3.10) one can also show that

1-Pl-P2
(3.11) rQ(U) = -

1 - (pl-p2 )aT,12((u))

where

aT12(s) = -- X()+ 2 an(s) and aT42(s) = -
X.+Xk2 X.1+X2 -aTl2(0)s

which is consistent with [8, equation (1.6)].

Case 3b Preempt-repeat
Here, whenever the interruption of low priority customer ends a new service time

begins after the interruption.Two cases could be considered [4]. In one case after the

interruption a new service times is randomly selected (Preempt-Repeat different). In the

second case after the interruption the service time remains the same (Preempt-Repeat
Identical).

First Preempt-Repeat different will be considered: The Laplace Transform of T2EFF

can be found either in [4, Chapter IV, equation (2.34)] or by using the simpler derivation
found in the appendix. It is

(XT2(s +l)
(3.12) aT2EFF(S) =

1 - (1-aT2(S+)l)) OBPI(S)
s +X1

Hence,

(3.13) P2EFF = 1 aT2())
X 1(l-p) aT2(Al)

Finding xB(u) and hence NB is done using exactly the same argument as the Preempt-

Resume case,i,e., 7CB(U) = PA + (1- PA)OBP 1(X2-X2U) where, from (2.7), PA = P2EFF and

P2EFF is given in (3.13).

Therefore, for Preempt-Repeat different the pgf of NQ is given by
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(3.14) XQ(U)=[ lPF ] PA+ P (l-pA)(BPl(X2-X2U)]
1 - P2EFF aT2((U))

where PEFF PA and 4(u) are given in (3.13), (2.7), and (3.6).

The distribution of the effective service time, T2EFF, for preempt-repeat identical is

obtained as follows. One evaluates the distribution for preempt-repeat different with the
service time T 2 having a deterministic value x and then weights the result by the

distribution of T2. From (3.14), one then has

(3.15) aT2EFF(S)= exp(-(s +Xl)x) dAT2(X)F 1 - (-exp(-(s +x1)x)) BPl(s)

where AT2(X) is the cdf of the C 2 customer service time.

Case 4: M/G/1 queue with two classes and Head of Line priority

For this service discipline, there are again two classes of Poisson traffic with high
and low priority. The lower priority C 2 traffic is interrupted by the higher priority C 1

traffic, but a low priority customer in progress completes service before C 2 service is
interrupted.

Let B(t), the combined backlog process for this schedule, be the total amount of C 1

and C 2 work in the system. Let P(s) is the transform of the ergodic backlog B(c). Then
for preempt-resume discipline, the waiting time of C 2 is equal in distribution to the
ergodic backlog with Poisson interruptions of rate X1 having iid durations equal to that of a
C 1 busy period, i.e., aQ2(s) = 3(s + X1 - X1OBI(S)). From the distributional form of
Little's law, the p.g.f. of the number in the queue is aQ2(X2-X2u) = 3(r(u)) (where 4(u) is

defined in (3.6).

Backlog processes, however, are independent of the order of service. In particular
P(s) for preempt-resume and head-of-line (HOL) service disciplines are the same. For
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aQ2(s) for both disciplines, moreover, this backlog is subject to the Poisson interruptions

of Cl busy periods. It follows that the pgf. of the number of C2 customers in the queue for

the HOL and the preempt-resume service disciplines are the same (and given in (3.10) and

(3.11)).

Of course, the effective service time of a C 2 customer for a HOL has Laplace
Transform oCT2(s) (and not (3.7)) because the C 2 customers are not interrupted during
service. Thus, the number of C 2 customers in the system is given by (2.6) where 7cQ(U) is

(3.10) (or (3.11) ) and oLT2FF(s) is aT2(s) and the time in the queue or the system follow

from the distributional form of Little's Law, (2.1) [6].

The number of C1 customers in the queue is found using an argument similar to that
of case 3: As before, let Ek be the event that no Ck customers are in the service box at
ergodicity. One needs the pgf 7tB(u)= E[ uN(°°) I E1 ]. Again we have

(3.16) B(u) = E[ uNl ( ) I E ]

=P[ EE 21E ] E[ uNI(-)IEE 2] + P[ EECE l ] E[ uN()IEEc2 ]

For E 1 E 2 one has Prob [ E 1E 21E1] = Prob [ E1E 2] / Prob [E1] . But the idle state I =

E1E 2 so P[ E E E2 ] = -pl-p2 . Clearly, P[ E 1] = 1-pl so that P[ EIE 2 IE1 ] = (1-pl-p2) /
(1-pl). As before, E[uN2(-) I E 1E2] = 1.

For E 1E 2, Prob [EE I E 1] =Prob E 1 ] = 1 -PE E] =P/ (1-pl). The

event EIEC is equivalent to the event , E 2, that a C 2 service is under way with a service

time distributed as T2. At the beginning of this service time, N 1 was zero, or C 1 service

would have been started. At ergodicity the elapsed time since the C 2 service was initiated is

distributed as the forward recurrence time for T2 with transform oar 2(s) = [1-CT 2(S)] / [

E[T2] s] 

Hence E[uN1(° ) I EiE2] = T2(Xl-Xlu). A more formal and long winded argument based

on semi-Markov processes reaches the same conclusion. From (3.16) we have finally
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(3.17) XB(U) = P1P + 2
1-pl 1-pt

In HOL the C 1 are not interrupted so arT1EFF(s) = oLl(s) and PEFF = P1. Hence,

from (2.3) and (3.17) the p.g.f. of the number of C1 customers in the queue is given by

~~~~(3.18) =~-PI[ 1-P1-P2 + (3.18) Q( P a I-PI l T2(l-lU) = -
1 - pl aT 2(X-Xu) -P 1P

4. The Fuhrmann - Cooper Decomposition.

Fuhrmann and Cooper [2] have given an interesting and important decomposition for
vacation models in a general setting similar to that of Theorem 2 but with somewhat
different conditions listed below. The decomposition applies to M/G/1 vacation models
which need not have exhaustive service. It could be applied for example to N-policies,

cyclic service queues, M/G/1 queues with gated vacations, limited service queueing model,

and static priority systems.

Theorem 3. (Fuhrmann and Cooper [2])

Let the following conditions hold.
1: Customers arrive to the system according to a Poisson Process of rate X > 0 with

identically distributed service times independent of each other, independent of the arrival

process and independent of the vacation periods that precede it.
2: All customers are eventually served.
3: Customers are served in an order that is independent of the services times.

4: Service is non-preemptive. (Fuhrmann and Cooper observe that for preemptive
service "it is a simple matter to appropriately 'inflate' the service times ... to account for

the [preempt] interruptions". They give no details.)
5: The rules that govern when the server begins and ends vacations do not

anticipate future jumps of the Poisson Arrival process.

Then the decomposition of Equation (2.3) holds with the summands independent.
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If further
6: The number of customers that arrive during a vacation is independent of the

number of customers present in the system when the vacation began

then

(4.1) XQ(U)=[ T - u Q(u) v*(X-Xu).
aT( - XU) -9 

This can be seen as follows, using the arguments of this paper: If no effective service time
is in progress then the system must be on vacation. Hence, NB equals the number in the
system during an arbitrary instant in a vacation. But this equals in the number in the queue
at the beginning of a vacation, NQV, plus the number of arrivals during the vacation
backward recurrent time, i.e., NB = NQV + KXV* so xB(u) = g7QV(u) aOv*(X-Xu). Hence,

(4.1) follows from (2.3).

Remark: Fuhrmann and Cooper do not require FIFO order of service because of their
exclusive concern with queue population. As shown in the remark under Theorem 2,
Theorem 2 has comparable requirements.

Acknowledgment: The authors wish to thank Hongtao Zhang for his succinct
calculation of Proposition 1 via MACSYMA and Professor R. Larson for encouraging
Proposition 1.
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APPENDIX:Derivation of TEFF for the Preempt-Repeat-Different discipline

For simplicity, assume that all of the random variables are absolutely continuous. In the
case where they are not absolutely continuous an argument could be constructed using a
limiting argument.

Let

tl be the time of the first interruption minus the time of the first C2 service
initiation.The interarrival times of interruptions are exponential distributed with a
mean I/Ai.

tBpl be the duration of the busy period of a high priority customer. This equals the
duration of an interruption. Let sBpl(x) and caBl(s) be the density function and
Laplace transform, respectively, of tBp1.

tT be the service time of the low priority customer. This equals the time that the first
low priority service would have ended if there were no interruptions. Let aT2(x) and
aT2(s) be its density function and Laplace transform, respectively, of tBpl. Let

AT2(X) = Prob (tT 2 X}.

t2EFF(n) be the duration of the interval from the first service initiation until either the end of a
service time or until the end of the nth interruption (whichever comes first). Let
aT2EFF(n)(x) be its density function.

The key observation is that

(A.1) t2EFF(n+l) = tlt if tT t
tl+tBP+t2FF(n) if tT > tl

Note that

(A.2) EProb tT < x and tT < t = e-lx aT2(x)
and

(A.3) E; (Prob [ tl+tBpl+t2EFF(n) < x and tT > tl ] )

= Xe-X1XAT 2(X) * SBPI(X) * aT2EFF(n)(X)

From (A. 1) - (A.3),
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aT2EFF(n+l)(X) = e-lIXaT2 (X) + le-lxAT 2(X) * SBPI(X) * aT2EFF(n)(X) ·

As n approaches infinity, aT2EFF(X) = e-LX aT2(x) + le-;lx AT2(X) * SBpl(x) * aT2EFF(X)

so (3.12) and (3.13) follow.

I)
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